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Abstract

Does online fundraising increase charitable giving? A nationwide field
experiment on Facebook *
Does online fundraising increase charitable giving? Using the Facebook advertising tool, we implemented a natural field experiment across Germany, randomly
assigning almost 8,000 postal codes to Save the Children fundraising videos or to
a pure control. We studied changes in the volume and frequency of donations to
Save the Children and other charities by postal code. Our design circumvents
many shortcomings inherent in studies based on click-through data, especially
substitution and measurement issues. We found that (i) video fundraising increased donation frequency and value to Save the Children during the campaign
and in the subsequent five weeks; (ii) the campaign was profitable for the fundraiser; and (iii) the effects were similar independent of video content and impression assignment strategy. However, we also found non-negligible crowding out of
donations to other similar charities or projects. Finally, we demonstrated that
click data are an inappropriate proxy for donations and recommend that managers use careful experimental designs that can plausibly evaluate the effects of advertising on relevant outcomes.
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Introduction

Online advertising is becoming an ever more important tool for fundraisers. In the
United States, the share of online giving has been rising for the last ten years, reaching
8.5% of all donations in 20181 and can be expected to double by 2025.2 While there
are a few studies on online advertising effectiveness in the for-profit market,3 the
question of online fundraising effectiveness has received little systematic treatment.
Information on the nonprofit market predominantly consists of anecdotal evidence,
fundraisers’ intuition, and advice from for-profit consultancies (Landry et al., 2006,
2010). Yet the effectiveness criteria for advertising and fundraising differ, and bad
decisions about fundraising expenditures not only affect charities’ finances today but
also impact future willingness to give to such charities (Gneezy et al., 2014) and even
trust in the nonprofit market as a whole (Adena, 2016).
Existing studies on online fundraising, starting with Chen et al. (2005), have typically been limited to one clearly defined environment, such as a single donation platform.4 Such designs suffer from several shortcomings. First, they are plagued by very
low statistical power because donations are infrequent and volatile (Lewis and Rao,
2015).5 Second, when donors give via a link embedded in the ad, they may simply be
1

https://institute.blackbaud.com/the-blackbaud-institute-index/ (viewed on August 12,
2019).
This figure is similar for the UK (8.4%, https://www.nptuk.org/philanthropicresources/uk-charitable-giving-statistics/, viewed on August 12, 2019) and Germany (9%,
https://www.betterplace.org/c/neues/online-fundraising-auf-betterplace-org-das-jahr-2016-inzahlen, viewed on August 12, 2019).
2
Assuming the constant growth rate of additional 1.2 percentage point yearly as suggested by the
Blackbaud Institute, see footnote 1.
3
See, for example, Lewis et al. (2015) and the references cited herein. For studies on online
advertisement effectiveness in the context of voting, see Bond et al. (2012) and Hager (2018, 2019).
4
In Chen et al. (2005) the researchers observed button clicks and direct donations. Castillo et al.
(2014) asked donation platform users to post solicitation messages on their Facebook walls or as
direct messages, observed whether a message had been posted, and traced whether a hyperlink in a
post had been clicked and a donation made. On the platform JustGiving, Bøg et al. (2012) studied
how later arriving donors reacted to earlier donations. On the platform DonorsChoose, Meer (2017)
studied how matching grants to certain projects affected giving to other. Scharf et al. (2017) studied
responses to major donation appeals for donors who had an account administered by the Charities
Aid Foundation. All of those studies observed behavior of a narrowly specified group and only within
the studied environment.
5
For example, Chen et al. (2005) observed 24 donations after more than 150,000 impressions.
Castillo et al. (2014) traced five donations in response to friends’ Facebook wall posts or private
solicitation messages.
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substituting away from other donation channels (Blake et al., 2015) or from giving at
some other time (Adena and Huck, 2019a). Third, the opposite is also possible: Online
ads may lead ad recipients to give at a later stage or via a different channel, which
the researchers do not observe (Lewis and Reiley, 2014). Finally, such designs cannot
observe general equilibrium effects, including potential crowding out of donations from
competitors.
The present study overcomes these challenges by administering an unusually large
geo-randomized online experiment in conjunction with a charity, namely Save the
Children. We randomly assigned 94% of Germany’s 8,181 postal codes (Postleitzahl,
or PLZ) to a 14-day Facebook campaign of Save the Children fundraising videos or
to a pure control group. Our main outcome is Save the Children’s full universe of
donations at the postal code level. The design thus circumvents the aforementioned
shortcomings in that we study changes in the overall volume of donations by postal
code across all possible donation channels, thus bypassing channel-substitution and
measurement issues. By studying almost all of Germany’s postal codes across a period
of 12 weeks and using a largely untargeted campaign, the design ensures statistical
power and a reasonable degree of external validity. Moreover, our design allows us to
discuss general equilibrium effects because the experiment covered an entire country
and a large portion of the population. We are therefore in a position to address
questions of potential effects on competing charities, of spillovers, and of increasing
the scope of the campaign (Banerjee et al., 2017a,b).
The results show that the largely untargeted fundraising campaign increased total
donation volume and donation frequency to Save the Children during and at least in
the five weeks after the campaign. The increase in donation volume is estimated to
be e27.26 per million inhabitants per day from the average of e129.3 in the control
group, while the increase in frequency is estimated to be 0.16 donations per million
inhabitants per day from the control-group average of 1.80.7 Those point estimates
6

In our preferred long-term specification with postal code fixed effects and period fixed effects.
The coefficients are significant at p < 0.1.
7
As above.
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translate into e2.18 in additional donations for each e1 spent in immediate returns.
Assuming a realistic long-term multiplier for a new donation of 1.75,8 this implies a
return of e3.82 in the long term per e1 initially spent making the campaign profitable for the fundraiser. Importantly, the increase is not the result of a substitution
between different donation channels to the same charity because our data accounts
for all donations made to Save the Children. It is also not the result of intertemporal
substitution, given that we accounted for donations during a sufficiently long period
after the campaign. The latter results emphasize the long-lived nature of the effects
of advertising (Lewis and Reiley, 2014).
Importantly, using data on charitable giving to other similar charities and projects,
we find evidence that the Save the Children campaign led to a non-negligible substitution away from similar causes. This suggests that donors may not approach their
budgets for charitable giving with the degree of flexibility suggested in some previous
research (Meer, 2017; Donkers et al., 2017; Gee and Meer, 2019; Grieder and Schmitz,
2020; Deryugina and Marx, 2021; Gallier et al., 2019). Rather, fundraising campaigns
seem to prompt individuals to shift their donation expenditures between charities.
This implies that charities are competing for scarce resources (Rose-Ackerman, 1982;
Reinstein, 2011; Reinstein and Riener, 2012; Bilodeaua and Slivinski, 1997; Lacetera
et al., 2012; Petrova et al., 2019) rather than acting as complements (Krieg and Samek,
2017; Lange and Stocking, 2012; Filiz-Ozbay and Uler, 2019).
In order to parse the mechanisms behind the increase in giving to Save the Children,
we implemented a 2x2 factorial design in the treatment group. First, we randomized
whether the video was designed to induce empathy for those in need or whether it
was intended to highlight the effectiveness of the organization. Second, we randomized
whether Facebook’s algorithm was free to decide how advertising dollars were allocated
across treated postal codes or whether we assigned a fixed budget to each postal code
proportional to the estimated donor potential and Facebook reach. The effectiveness
video generated higher donations than the empathy video but the differences are not
8

See Section 4.3 for details.
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significant. Compared to the fixed PLZ-level budgets, the treatment that allowed
Facebook to distribute impressions freely between postal codes led to higher donation
frequency, but again the differences are not significant. While any conclusions are
necessarily limited to the specific implementation of our campaign, we interpret these
results on the additional treatment variation as adding external validity to our main
results—that no matter the specific campaign design, online fundraising works—and
as supporting the existence of the “power of asking” (Yörük, 2009; Andreoni and Rao,
2011) in an online context despite clearly reduced social pressure.
Finally, we document that relying on intermediate metrics like click-through ratios
and time spent watching videos might lead to conclusions that contradict results based
on directly relevant measures. We see this as a clear argument against using such
metrics as proxies for the behavior of interest, like donating. We therefore advise
advertising and fundraising managers to use careful experimental designs that can
account for substitution and long-term effects while studying relevant outcomes.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the experimental design. In Section 3, we analyze the effects of Facebook video fundraising on giving
behavior and study the effects of Save the Children video fundraising on competing
charities. In Section 4, we distinguish between two types of videos and two degrees of
control over the Facebook algorithm regarding the distribution of impressions between
postal codes. We also provide robustness checks, additional analyses, and a discussion
of our main effects including an evaluation of profitability from the perspective of the
fundraiser. Section 5 concludes.

2

Design

We partnered with one of the world’s largest charities, Save the Children, in order to
test the effectiveness of online fundraising. The fundraising campaign took the form
of a video advertisement on Facebook. The gross sample in this experiment consisted
of all 8,181 German postal codes (PLZ), all of which can be targeted via Facebook’s
5

advertising manager.9 For each postal code we knew Facebook’s estimated reach,
that is, the number of individuals Facebook estimates it can target. We excluded the
lower 5% percent as well as the upper 1% of the reach variable for several reasons.
First, since a half of the fundraising budget was distributed proportional to the reach
variable, we needed to avoid falling below Facebook’s minimum advertising spend
in small postal codes and overspending in very large ones that would jeopardize our
budget.10 Second, we wanted to avoid having an overly high advertising spend in those
postal codes with the highest reach, as this could have given rise to significant spillover
concerns.11 Moreover, we considered these types of outliers to be a threat to covariate
balance. On the other hand, we needed to keep the final sample as large as possible
for power reasons. The final number of postal codes was 7,686.
By choosing geographical areas instead of individuals as the unit of analysis, we
sought to overcome the following challenges inherent in individual-level online experiments: (i) Tracing individuals is never an exact science, and those who can be traced
for longer periods of time likely differ from the general population. (ii) Matching traced
individuals to donations through other channels and later donations, especially offline,
is oftentimes not possible, although this information is crucial in order to estimate
the total effect of any advertising or fundraising campaign. (iii) Charitable giving is
a low frequency behavior, and we were unlikely to observe many individuals giving
in both pretreatment and posttreatment periods, consequently reducing the power of
our experiment to that of a simple randomized experiment. (iv) Keeping the control
and treatment groups comparable in individual-level experiments requires posting unrelated ads for the control group, which is costly. (Without unrelated ads, more active
individuals are more likely to receive an ad, that is, to end up in the treatment group,
9

Facebook’s targeting procedure relies on a variety of data sources, including GPS signals, IP
addresses, and individual-level data. If this information is noisy then our results can be interpreted
as lower bound estimates. We will address this issue later on.
10
Half of the treated postal codes was assigned to a treatment with fixed postal-code budgets. The
budgets were assigned proportionally to Facebook reach and estimated potential. Facebook requires
a minimum spend of e1 per day.
11
This depends on the quality of the Facebook algorithm assigning postal codes to individuals.
Mistakes seem more likely in city centers where people work but do not live.
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but also more likely to be active in all online contexts, including online giving (activity
bias, see Johnson et al., 2017).
To ensure balance across pretreatment variables, we relied on a machine learning
technique of gradient boosting to build a targeting model for all postal codes. The
model predicted future donations based on past donations12 and other salient pretreatment postal-code characteristics, including socio-demographic and political variables.
We multiplied this donation potential with Facebook’s estimated reach, sorted the
postal codes in descending order according to this variable, and assigned each of the
six consecutive postal codes to one block. In any given block, we randomly assigned
the postal codes to one of the following conditions: two postal codes received no ads
(the control group) and four postal codes were allocated to the ad condition (the
treatment group). In the treatment group, in each block, postal codes were further
randomly assigned to one of four treatments following a 2x2 design: one of two video
types and one of two impression allocation strategies. One video was designed to induce empathy with those in need (empathy video), while the other was designed to
highlight the effectiveness of the organization (effectiveness video). In addition, we
randomized whether Facebook’s algorithm was free to decide how advertising spend
was allocated across postal codes (free allocation) or whether we assigned a fixed budget to each postal code proportional to estimated donor potential and Facebook reach
(fixed postal-code budgets). We did not implement any further targeting beyond the
postal-code level. More specifically, there was no targeting at the individual level. In
Table A1 in the appendix, we show that, for the available baseline characteristics of the
postal codes, there were no differences between the treatment groups.13 Figures A1,
A2, and A3 in the appendix show the spatial distribution of treatments. The design
for this experiment was preregistered at EGAP registry (number blinded).14
12

All donation data provided to us were anonymized and aggregated at the PLZ-day level such
that no conclusions can be drawn about individual persons.
13
Out of 39 presented t-tests only one is significant at p < 0.05 and one at p < 0.1, both for the
difference between the empathy and effectiveness video group, which is well within the margin of
statistical error.
14
There were some last minute changes to the preregistered design. For blocking we additionally
used the reach variable, and the second treatment dimension regarding impression allocation strategy
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The natural field experiment was implemented between November 1015 and 23,
2017. This is a typical time of the year for charities in Germany to run fundraising
campaigns. The treatment length of 14 days was similar to the median duration of all
for-profit campaigns studied by Lewis and Rao (2015). For our analysis, we used daily
postal code-level donation data from October 10 to December 31, 2017, thus 31 days
before the campaign (pretreatment period) and 38 days after the campaign (posttreatment period).16 The posttreatment period was a little longer than the 1–4 weeks used
in Lewis and Rao (2015), which they described as standard in the for-profit industry. However, in the nonprofit sector, the bulk of donations arrive around Christmas
time,17 before the end of the fiscal year, which is December 31 in Germany. Therefore,
we expected the treatment effect to be relevant when those donation decisions were
being made but to die out in the new year.18 Note that the specific timing of the experiment provides an important test for the intertemporal substitution: If people had
planned to donate to Save the Children in December and received an ask on Facebook
in November, they might have decided to respond immediately instead of waiting until
later. On the other hand, this period of time is a good test for long-term effects as
well. People who make their decision to donate in December might still remember the
Save the Children ad and direct their donations to that charity.19
The fundraising ad appeared in users’ Facebook news-feeds in between posts from
friends, and other advertisers. It included a subtitled video embedded into a larger
was added.
15
In the evening hours.
16
As preregistered. In fact, we have data for the first 10 days of January 2018 and use them in 4.3
on robustness.
17
In 2017 in Germany, the total donation volume to all charitable organizations in December amounted to 20% of that for the whole year while this number was 32% for November and December together (https://www.spendenrat.de/wp-content/uploads/Downloads/Bilanzdes-Helfens/bilanz-des-helfens-2018-deutscher-spendenrat.pdf, viewed on November 18, 2021). In the
US, donations in December account for 17.5% of those made across the whole year, while donations
made during the “giving season” between Thanksgiving and Christmas account for 33.6% (Müller
and Rau, 2019).
18
The decision to exclude the period in the new year is clearly in line with the rule from Lewis
et al. (2015) to exclude weeks in which the expected effect is less than one half of the average effect
over all previous weeks.
19
Unfortunately, if both effects are at play at the same time, they might cancel each other out, but
at least we can evaluate the total long-term effect.
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banner with the Save the Children logo. If not disallowed in the individual’s account
and device settings, once the user scrolled to the video, it began playing (with or
without sound) until the user scrolled away. The user could click on the video to see
it in a larger format and could also click on a button forwarding them to the Save the
Children website.

3

The effects of Save the Children Facebook video
fundraising

The total number of impressions was more than 2.25 million presented to 1.9 million
people in the treated postal codes (PLZ). The total number of people that Facebook
purported to be able to reach in the treated postal codes was 19 million and the total
population (including children) in the treated postal codes is 52 million. This means
that in treated postal codes, every tenth Facebook user received an impression of the
video at least once. On more than 500,000 occasions the video ran for at least three
seconds. In more than 16,200 instances users clicked on the video and in over 1500
instances they clicked on the forwarding button. In the period under study, Save the
Children received 13,269 individual donations that could be linked to postal codes
totaling almost e1 million in giving. The data provided to us were aggregated at the
PLZ-day level. There were 11,140 nonzero PLZ-day donations, and half of the postal
codes received at least one positive donation. The most frequent donations were of e10
followed by e5, e50, and e100. The average donation was e87, and the median was
e30. There were 68 PLZ-day observations greater than e1,000. From this point on,
we winsorize the PLZ-day level donations at e1,000 in order to reduce the influence
of outliers and to reduce variance.20 For each postal code, we aggregated donation
volume and the number of donations at the period level: before, during, and after the
20

This is standard in the literature (see, for example, Kessler and Milkman, 2018). Unfortunately,
we cannot winsorize at the individual level. Yet in 96% of positive PLZ-day donations only one
person donated and there were only a few cases in which three or more people donated. There is
no meaningful difference in the estimates if we do not winsorize, although greater variance in the
outcome variable affects statistical precision.
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treatment (or during together with after the treatment). Finally, we normalized those
variables by population size and period length so that they measure donation value
and frequency per million inhabitants per day.

3.1

Main effects

Postal codes are our unit of observation, while the outcome variables are donation
value and donation frequency per million inhabitants per day. Figure 1 provides an
initial overview of the data. The left panel shows the average donation amount per
million inhabitants per day for three distinct periods—before, during, and after the
treatment—and by treatment status. While in the pretreatment period the average
donation amount was slightly smaller in the treatment group than in the control group,
it increased during the treatment and posttreatment periods. The right panel shows
the average number of donations per million inhabitants per day during each of the
three periods in a similar manner. While the average number of donations was slightly
higher in the treatment group before the experiment, this difference was much larger
during the campaign and somewhat larger after the campaign. In both panels, we
observed an increase in giving over time consistent with Christmas and end-of-fiscalyear effects. Table A2, Panel A in the appendix provides summary statistics by period.
Before proceeding to the main analysis, and in addition to the Table A1 testing
the balance of postal-code characteristics by treatment, we tested for the existence of
pretreatment differences between the treated and untreated postal codes in a series of
regressions. Table A3 in the appendix presents the results. We can confirm that there
were no statistically significant pretreatment differences between the treatment and
the control group in donation level or frequency.
In order to estimate the causal effect of the video fundraising campaign on donation
volume and frequency, we studied both the immediate effect during the two weeks of the
campaign (short term) and the more comprehensive effect, being the combined effect
of during and after the campaign until the end of the year (long term). We started

10

Figure 1. Average Outcomes Before, During, and After the Treatment
Donation volume
Donation frequency
Per million inhabitants per day

Notes. Averages over 7,686 postal codes. Pretreatment period (before): 31 days.
Treatment period: 14 days. Posttreatment period (after): 38 days.

Table 1. Effects of Video Fundraising on Donation Level and Frequency
Panel A: Effect during the campaign (short term)
Per million inhabitants per day
Donation value
Donation frequency

Dependent variable:

Video fundraising
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

(1)
14.966
(11.982)

7,686
T
7,686
0.000

(2)
37.409∗∗∗
(9.136)

7,686
B+T
15,372
0.001
Panel B: Effect

(3)
48.644∗∗∗
(9.124)
Yes

(7)
0.626∗∗∗
(0.087)
Yes

7,686
B+T
15,372
0.507
during

7,686
B+T
15,372
0.555

Dependent variable:
Donation value
Video fundraising
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

(4)
(5)
(6)
26.228
0.344∗∗∗
0.570∗∗∗
(18.083)
(0.125)
(0.089)
Yes
Yes
7,686
7,686
7,686
B+T
T
B+T
15,372
7,686
15,372
0.507
0.001
0.004
and after the campaign (long term)
Per million inhabitants per day
Donation

(1)
15.970∗
(9.678)

(2)
67.976∗∗∗
(7.781)

(3)
89.065∗∗∗
(7.729)
Yes

7,686
TP
7,686
0.000

7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.005

7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.524

(4)
27.232∗
(16.461)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.526

(8)
0.284∗∗
(0.135)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
15,372
0.555

frequency

(5)
0.219∗∗∗
(0.077)

(6)
0.704∗∗∗
(0.057)

(7)
0.846∗∗∗
(0.054)
Yes

7,686
TP
7,686
0.001

7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.011

7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.656

(8)
0.159∗
(0.086)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.660

Notes. Linear estimations in Stata. Specifications (4) and (8) were run with the command areg, absorbing postal-code fixed effects. FE: fixed
effects. T: treatment period. B: pretreatment period. TP: treatment and posttreatment periods pooled. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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with a simple comparison between the treatment and control groups in a cross-sectional
framework. The results are presented in Table 1, Column (1) for donation value and in
Column (5) for donation frequency. Panel A presents the short-term effect (treatment
period only) and Panel B the long-term effect (treatment and posttreatment periods
pooled). While the short term effect of video fundraising on donation value is not
significant, the long term effect is significant at p<0.1. Both coefficients are similar in
magnitude and suggest an additional e15 in donations per million inhabitants per day.
Both coefficients in the regressions with donation frequency as the outcome variable
are highly significant and suggest an additional 0.34 donations per million inhabitants
per day in the short term and 0.22 donations in the long term. These results give
us estimates from the simple randomized experiment that rest on the assumption
that the particular instance of the randomization procedure achieved a good balance.
Although we have no reason to doubt that this is the case, the number of units in the
experiment is finite and the heterogeneity between our units of observation is large.
Therefore, the estimated effects depend to a large extent on the actual allocation to
the treatment and control groups. Had they been available, we could have improved
the precision of the estimates by including many control variables. Unfortunately,
we do not have sufficient information on variables that were potentially important
but not observable, for example, average empathy in a postal code (empathy has
oftentimes been shown to correlate strongly with giving behavior).21 In Figure 1, we
observe some (statistically not significant) differences in donation value and frequency
in the pretreatment period. We can correct for those differences and account for
characteristics of the postal codes that are fixed over time by using a difference-indifference technique. Therefore, in Columns (3) and (7) of Table 1, we include postalcode fixed effects for which we also add the pretreatment period (in Columns (2) and
(6), we also show the intermediate step of including the pretreatment data without
accounting for postal code fixed effects). Given the stark differences in charitable
21

Table A4 in the appendix shows the results when we control for the available characteristics,
randomization blocks fixed effects, and past donations. The differences between coefficients are small.
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giving over time, we deemed it necessary to add period fixed effects as well: we do this
in Columns (4) and (8). While our preferred specification is the last one—two-way
fixed effects—all of the other approaches suggest positive effects.
In our preferred specifications, we find that the video fundraising campaign generated an additional e26–e27 in donation value in both the short (not significant)
and the long term. Regarding the number of additional donations, the estimates are
0.28 in the short term and 0.16 in the long term. The magnitudes of the long-term
experimental effect in terms of the standard deviation for both outcome variables
are comparable: They amount to 0.06 and 0.05.22 The positive effects on donation
frequency and similar magnitudes suggest that online fundraising predominantly generated new donations rather than increasing the amount contributed by those who
would have given regardless. Figure 2, which confirms this intuition, shows frequencies of PLZ-day donations in the treatment period by treatment status, with the zero
category being the omitted category. It shows that there were additional donations in
the range of e25–e149 rather than a shift in the number of donations from lower to
higher categories in the treatment group.
The results in Panel B of Table 1 suggest a long-term positive effect of the fundraising campaign and provide evidence countering (any sizable) intertemporal substitution.
Of course, both effects might be in play and might have partly canceled each other
out. Overall, we conclude that online fundraising has a causal effect on additional donations and that these additional donations cannot be attributed to any substitution
of donations within the same organization, either regarding donation channel or time
frame.

3.2

The effects on the competition

The design of our field experiment allowed us to study the effects of Save the Children
video fundraising on donations to other charities. We obtained data on other charities
22

Although these figures may appear small, our outcome variables are highly volatile, and we
measure the effect on total donation revenue. The percentage increase in terms of the average is
substantial.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of Different Donation Values in the Treatment Period

Notes. The unit of observation is a postal code per day. In most cases, there is
one donation per postal code per day. In less than 4% of observations there are two
donations, and only in a few additional cases a maximum of four. Zero-donations are
the omitted category.
from two different sources.
The first source is an alliance uniting 23 charities that are active in similar domains,
including humanitarian help, international relief, and support for children. The data
only include online giving, but the total donation volume over the period studied
was four times that of Save the Children, and the share of postal codes with positive
donations was greater than 70% (see Table A2, Panel B in the appendix for descriptive
statistics of the data). As before, we first winsorize the PLZ-day level donations at
e1,000. Then, for each postal code, we aggregated donation volume and the number
of donations at the period level: before, during, and during together with after the
treatment. Finally, we normalized those variables by population size and period length
so that they measure donation value and frequency per million inhabitants per day. In
Table 2, we repeat our preferred specifications from Table 1, that is, including period
fixed effects and postal-code fixed effects, now using the new data. Columns (1) and
(2) present the short-term results, that is, the effect during the fundraising campaign,
while Columns (3) and (4) study the long-term period, which combines the campaign

14

period and the posttreatment period. In columns (1) and (3), the dependent variable
is donation value per million inhabitants per day, and in Columns (2) and (4), it is
donation frequency per million inhabitants per day. The results of the regressions
suggest that Save the Children fundraising reduced giving to the other 23 charities
by almost e90 per million inhabitants per day in the short term and by e60 in the
long term (both significant at the 10% level). The effect on donation frequency was a
(nonsignificant) reduction in the number of donations by 1.17 in the short-term and
by 0.26 in the long-term.
Table 2. Effect of the Save the Children Campaign on Donations to 23 Similar Charities
Short-term

Long-term

Per million inhabitants per day

Video fundraising
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

Donation
value
(1)
-91.101∗
(51.861)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
15,372
0.552

Donation
frequency
(2)
-1.169
(1.059)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
15,372
0.510

Donation
value
(3)
-59.193∗
(32.962)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.602

Donation
frequency
(4)
-0.255
(0.318)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.571

Notes. See notes to Table 1
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

The second source of data on other charities is the largest German donation platform: betterplace.org (see, for example, Altmann et al., 2018; Jayaraman et al., 2020,
for a description of the data). On this platform, potential donors can contribute to different projects (charities can present several projects), which are tagged with different
(usually multiple) categories like children, animals, refugees, development, sports, religion, and so on. The data that we received exclude donations to projects by Save the
Children and is aggregated at the PLZ-day-project level. For each PLZ-day-project
entry, we know the donation sum, the number of donations, the anonymized charity and project ID, and the project category tags. We used those category tags to
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divide the projects in two separate groups: children-related projects (35,434 single
donations totaling e2,525,019 to 1,543 distinct organizations and 1,847 projects) and
other projects (60,864 single donations totaling e3,399,854 to 2,010 distinct organizations and 2,595 projects). In total, the volume of giving is much higher than for
Save the Children for the same period of time, and we observe non-negative giving in
more than 80% of postal codes (see Table A2, Panel C in the appendix for descriptive
statistics of the data). As before, we first winsorize the PLZ-day-project level donations at e1,000. Then, for each postal code, we aggregate donation volume and the
number of donations at the period level (and by project type): before, during, and
during together with after the treatment. Finally, we normalized those variables by
population size and period length so that they measure donation value and frequency
per million inhabitants per day. In Table 3, we ran the same specifications as our
preferred ones, that is, including period fixed effects and postal-code fixed effects. The
results suggest that there was no overall effect of video fundraising on donations to
other projects on betterplace.org. However, once we interact the treatment dummy
with the children-related type of project, we find a negative and significant interaction
effect.23 This suggests that video fundraising by Save the Children drained donation
money from other projects that benefit children.
Of course, we do not have data on all competitors but, based on two separate
pieces of evidence, it is reasonable to assume that any further effects should go in the
same direction.24 Our results suggest that the Save the Children fundraising campaign
reduced donations to similar causes, implying a substitution effect. While there are
23

Note that in the latter regressions, per postal code, we now have 4 observations: 2 periods of
time, and, in both cases, projects related and unrelated to children.
24
Note that in both sets of data there is an overlap and that the effects cannot be simply added:
The charity alliance collects donations on betterplace.org but also via other online channels while
on betterplace.org other charities are also active. The data available do not allow us to remove
this overlap. Still, even taking one or the other data source, the magnitudes of the effects on the
competition seem to be larger than those on Save the Children, though the estimates are subject to
large confidence intervals. If the effect of the campaign on competing charities is indeed higher than
the effect on Save the Children, this could be explained in at least two ways: (i) The Save the Children
campaign displaced online fundraising on Facebook of other charities. As a consequence their ads
were more likely to appear in the control group. (ii) Regular donors to other charities switched to
Save the Children and chose to make lower donations to the latter.
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Table 3. Effect of the Save the Children Campaign on Donations to Projects on
betterplace.org
Per million inhabitants per day
Short-term
Donation value
Video fundraising

(1)
4.518
(26.233)

Video fundraising x children related projects
Children related projects
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Project types
Observations
R2

Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
15,372
0.660

(2)
26.206∗
(15.362)
-47.494∗∗∗
(14.741)
-31.901∗∗∗
(7.668)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
2
30,744
0.401

Long-term

Donation frequency
(3)
-0.581
(0.468)

Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
15,372
0.692

(4)
0.073
(0.245)
-0.739∗∗∗
(0.177)
-1.215∗∗∗
(0.112)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+T
2
30,744
0.466

Donation value
(5)
42.930
(39.102)

Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.628

(6)
56.410∗∗∗
(19.953)
-69.450∗∗∗
(19.979)
-49.038∗∗∗
(9.594)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
2
30,744
0.448

Donation frequency
(7)
-0.353
(0.411)

Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
15,372
0.725

(8)
0.706∗∗∗
(0.231)
-1.776∗∗∗
(0.203)
-1.568∗∗∗
(0.101)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+TP
2
30,744
0.508

Notes. See notes to Table 1.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

papers that have studied substitution over time (Adena and Huck, 2019a) or over
many charities (Meer, 2014), we were able to study both together.

4
4.1

Further results
Video content

A traditional view of advertising is that it provides relevant knowledge that informs
decisions of individuals. In the context of fundraising, this knowledge could include
information about the neediness of certain individuals or groups, how donations will
be used by a charity, and what donations can achieve. In practice, the informational
content of many advertisements and donation asks is limited. For example, most consumer ads do not provide price information, and most donation asks do not state how
much relief a donation will buy. Rigorous field experiments on ad content for consumer goods include Bertrand et al. (2010), who varied several content characteristics.
Examples in research on charitable giving include laboratory experiments by Eckel
et al. (2007) on information overload and Andreoni (1995) on positive versus negative
framing.
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For our test of the effects of video content, we chose two types of videos: one
designed to activate feelings of empathy and one stressing the competence and effectiveness of the organization.25 We chose both types of video based on relevant research
in the field, a discussion of which can be found in the Appendix B.
In Table 4, Columns (1) and (2), we present the results of the regressions following
our preferred specification (two-way fixed effects, long-term) but now differentiate
between the empathy and effectiveness videos. In Column (1) the outcome is, again,
donation value per million inhabitants per day. The effectiveness video coefficient is
significant and more than double the empathy video coefficient, which is insignificant.
However, we cannot reject equality of the two types of videos.26 In Column (2), which
shows the results regarding the frequency of donations, the coefficients are nearly
identical, although only significant for the empathy video. We conclude that there are
no differences in the effects by type of video (although a difference may exist, especially
for donation value, that we are underpowered to detect).
Table 4. Effects of Additional Treatment Variation (Long term)
Video type
Per million inhabitants per day

Effectiveness video
Empathy video
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

Donation
value
(1)
37.710∗∗
(17.630)
16.754
(18.724)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+PT
15,372
0.526

Donation
frequency
(2)
0.152
(0.103)
0.167∗
(0.099)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Impression allocation strategy
Per million inhabitants per day

Free allocation
Fixed postal-code budgets

Donation
value
(3)
29.851∗
(17.869)
24.612
(18.499)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+PT
15,372
0.526

Donation
frequency
(4)
0.213∗∗
(0.101)
0.106
(0.101)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Notes. See notes to Table 1.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

In Table 5, Columns (1) and (2), we present some intermediate metrics that point
to the mechanism behind the effects of both video types (see Table A5, Columns
(1) and (2) in the appendix for summary statistics). Strikingly, all of the available
25

The empathy video can be accessed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNIKofWG6iE
and the effectiveness video at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFSQjLATgnU.
26
A one-sided test that the effectiveness coefficient is larger than the empathy coefficient cannot be
rejected at p < 0.1.
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metrics support the notion that the empathy video was more successful at grabbing
attention, and for longer periods of time: On average, users watched more of the video,
the share of people viewing the video for at least three seconds was higher, and the
number of clicks on the video and on the forwarding button per impression and per e1
spent were higher. For the three variables computed as shares, we tested treatment
differences using a test of proportions. The differences were highly significant for clicks
per impression and for the share of people watching the video for at least three seconds.
The differences were not significant for clicks on the forwarding button per impression.
For the other variables, we could not test treatment differences reliably, as they are
based on semi-aggregated and not individual data. Together with the results from
Table 4, we conclude that the empathy video was more effective at grabbing attention
but that donation frequency was rather equal for both videos, and that actual donation
levels might have been higher in the effectiveness treatment.27 Importantly, we see that
relying on clicks might be misleading when comparing the effectiveness of different
campaigns. Campaigns that attract more attention may not be the ones to generate
higher donations.

4.2

Degree of control over the Facebook algorithm

The literature has documented algorithmic bias in advertising assignment on Facebook
such that less expensive groups have a higher probability of receiving impressions. For
example, Lambrecht and Tucker (2019) found discrimination against young females. In
our context, this means that allowing Facebook to distribute the available budget freely
between postal codes in the treatment group could result in choosing less expensive
postal codes with lower donation potential. We tested for differences that would arise
when allowing Facebook to distribute impressions freely versus when distributing the
budget to postal codes proportional to reach (which is a function of population) and
27

While we regard the results in Table 4 as ultimately the best specification to assess the total
effect of both treatments (that is, including later donations and donations through other channels),
we lacked data on donations resulting from clicks on the forwarding button after watching the video,
since tracing at the level of Save the Children did not work as intended.
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Table 5. Clicks and Impressions by Treatments: Intermediate Outcomes
Treatment:

Number
of
seconds
video
a
watched
Video
clicks
per
million
b
impressions
Forwarding button clicks per million impressionsb
Video views of at least 3 seconds
per million impressionsb
Video clicks per e100 spent
Forwarding button clicks per
e100 spent

Video type
Impression allocation strategy
Empathy
Effectiveness Free allo- Fixed
cation
postal-code
budgets
(3)
(4)
(1)
(2)
4.047
3.791
4.213
3.603
7,182.1

6,635.8∗∗∗

7,443.5

6,365∗∗∗

705.5

649.4

692.7

664.1

232,823.3

213,740.2∗∗∗

219,409

228,428.5∗∗∗

48.975
4.811

43.849
4.291

49.8
4.634

42.939
4.480

Notes. Based on semi-aggregated data. For the treatment with fixed postal-code budgets, data are
available at the PLZ-day level. For the free allocation treatment, data are available at the daily level for
the empathy and effectiveness groups separately, that is, the data are aggregated for all postal codes in
the respective group. a Data weighted by impressions at each level of disaggregation in order to arrive
at the correct averages. b We tested treatment differences for three outcomes that could be computed as
shares (video clicks per impression, forwarding button clicks per impression, and video views of at least
3 seconds per impression) using the test of proportions and mark significant differences in the Columns
(2) and (4). The presented numbers are rescaled per million impressions. Associated summary statistics
are presented in Table A5 in the appendix.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

our estimated donation potential. The second approach allowed us to gain more control
over the distribution of impressions between postal codes.
Table 4, Columns (3) and (4), presents the results of the regressions following
our preferred specification (two-way fixed effects, long-term) but now differentiate
the two strategies regarding the allocation of impressions between postal codes. The
coefficients on the free allocation dummy are slightly higher than the ones on fixed
postal code-budget dummy and significantly different from zero in all specifications.
Any treatment differences, however, are small and not significant. Overall, we conclude
that both approaches lead to similar results and that, if there is any bias in the
distribution of impressions by Facebook, it did not hurt the campaign outcome (if
anything, the opposite is true).
Those results can be compared to the intermediate effectiveness indicators pre20

sented in Table 5, Columns (3) and (4). The treatment with free allocation of impressions seemed to be more effective according to all of the outcomes presented except
for the share of users spending more than three seconds on the page with the video
(statistically significant). In this case, intermediate and comprehensive measures point
mostly in the same direction: They indicate a positive effect of granting full freedom
to the Facebook algorithm in a fundraising context.28

4.3
4.3.1

Robustness and Discussion
Robustness

In the following, we discuss a number of robustness checks and present some additional analyses. First, in Table A4 in the appendix, we provide simple cross-sectional
regressions that are similar to those in Columns (1) and (5) of Table 1 but include
available postal code characteristics and pretreatment donations as control variables.
The coefficient sizes are not very different from those presented in Columns (1) and (5)
of Table 1. Second, for our preferred specification in Columns (4) and (8) of Table 1,
we show in Figure A4 in the appendix randomization inference tests that have recently
become quite common (Heß, 2017; Young, 2018; Cohen and Dupas, 2010). Fisherian
randomization inference provides the means to assess whether an observed realization
could be observed by chance even if the treatment had no effect. This test permutes
the treatment and control status in the sample and re-estimates the coefficients using
this placebo assignment multiple times (we set this to 5,000). The results of this test
suggest that it is unlikely that our estimates have come about by chance. Third, in
Figure A5 in the appendix, we also study the sensitivity of the coefficients to the number of days after the campaign that were included in the analysis. The graphs show
28

In line with previous regression results, the combination of the effectiveness video and free allocation leads to the highest donation levels and frequency (see Table A6 in the appendix with 2x2
separate coefficients; treatment differences are not significant). The intermediate metrics, however,
do not favor this combination (see Table A7 in the appendix), potentially misleading decision makers
who rely on impression-related quality criteria. Facebook seems to maximize engagement with the
ad, which in our case was best achieved by granting Facebook maximum freedom in combination with
the empathy video. This might, however, not lead to the highest donation revenue.
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90% and 95% confidence intervals. Adding days after the fundraising campaign first
reduced the coefficients in line with a weaker effect outside of the treatment period.
The coefficient in the donation frequency regression remained quite stable from day 16
after the campaign. Adding more days towards the end of the year again increased the
coefficient in the donation value regression, suggesting that the campaign generated
additional higher-than-average donations toward the end of the year. In this exercise,
we also used the additional 10 days of data in the new year that we had access to but
did not use in the main analysis. The coefficients slowly decreased in size and precision
when we added days in the new year. This reflects the tradeoff between adding more
observations and the fading effects of the campaign in line with Lewis et al. (2015).
4.3.2

Decomposition of the treatment effect

Table 6. Decomposition of the Long-term Treatment Effect into its Constituent Additive Parts

Video fundraising
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

Total effect
(1)
0.159∗
(0.086)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+TP
15,372
0.660

New donors
(2)
0.086∗
(0.048)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+TP
15,372
0.518

Repeat donors One-time donation
(3)
(4)
0.073
0.140∗
(0.069)
(0.081)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
7,868
7,868
B+TP
B+TP
15,372
15,372
0.694
0.665

Regular donation
(5)
0.020
(0.026)
Yes
Yes
7,868
B+TP
15,372
0.506

Notes. See notes to Table 1. Column (1) shows the coefficient from Table 1, Panel B, Column (8). Columns (2) through (5)
decompose this coefficient into its constituent parts depending on donor type and donation frequency.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

As shown in Table 6, we reran our preferred frequency regressions in the long
term, decomposing the treatment effect by donor types and donation frequency as
provided by Save the Children.29 In Columns (2) and (3) and in Columns (4) and (5)
the coefficients sum up to the total effect of 0.159, shown in Column (1). The effect
seems to be mostly driven by new donors and one-off donations, suggesting that the
campaign helped to broaden the charity’s base rather than speaking to established
customers who would have donated regardless. Further decompositions by donation
29

Note that due to the level of aggregation, we can only look at giving frequency as the outcome
variable.
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source and by donation type are provided in Table A8 in the appendix. Since none of
the coefficients in Table A8 are negative,30 we do not find any indication of channel
substitution within Save the Children.
4.3.3

Spillovers

In terms of potential spillover effects, one type of spillover in our experiment may
have arisen when Facebook made mistakes in assigning postal codes, for example,
by wrongly assigning people to cities if they work and spend a lot of time there.31
Another type of spillover could have occurred if treated individuals told people in
untreated postal codes about the campaign (Alatas et al., 2016; Banerjee et al., 2019;
Drago et al., 2020). In order to study this issue, we added to our main long-term
specification a variable indicating a share of treated postal codes within 30 kilometers.32
We chose 30 kilometers because only 20% of employees in Germany commuted longer
distances in 2017.33 Columns (2) and (5) in Table 7 show the results. The coefficient
on treatment remains significant and the magnitude constant compared to our main
long-term results shown in Columns (1) and (4). The effect of more postal codes
within 30 kilometers being treated is positive and significant. In Columns (3) and
(6), we provide separate estimates by postal code status (rural or urban) interacted
with the share of nearby urban postal codes that were treated as well as with the
share of nearby rural postal codes that were treated. Here, we see that the coefficients
on the share of nearby urban treated postal codes are positive and highly significant.
Altogether, the results suggest the existence of spillover effects. Note that given the
presence of spillovers, our main results provide lower bound estimates for the effects of
the campaign. These estimates suggest a total effect—a direct effect plus spillovers—of
30

Except the coefficient on TV, but it is small and not significant.
Faizullabhoy and Korolova (2018) tested location targeting on Facebook and confirmed that
targeted households received advertising suggesting high precision.
32
The distance calculation is based on centroids. The postal codes do not need to share a border
33
https://heimat.bund.de/atlas/pendlerdistanzen-und-pendlerverflechtungen/, viewed on January
24, 2020.
31
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video fundraising of e140.5034 significant at p < 0.05 or 1.1435 in additional donations
significant at p < 0.01. Table A10 in the appendix shows a version of Table 7 based
on bordering postal codes. The results are less precise.
Table 7. Spillover Effects from Postal Codes up to 30 Kilometers
Per million inhabitants per day
Donation value
Video fundraising
Share of neighborsa treated
and urban
Urban x share of neighborsa
treated and urban
Rural x share of neighborsa
treated and urban
Urban x share of neighborsa
treated and rural
Rural x share of neighborsa
treated and rural
Postal code FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

Donation frequency

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
27.301∗ 27.593∗ 28.053∗ 0.160∗
(16.487) (16.496) (16.531) (0.086)
169.132∗∗
(78.672)
397.055∗∗∗
(95.363)
217.198∗∗
(104.352)
221.932∗∗∗
(84.935)
157.120∗∗
(77.447)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
7,673
7,673
7,673
7,673
B+PT B+PT B+PT B+PT
15,346
15,346
15,346
15,346
0.526
0.526
0.527
0.660

(5)
0.162∗
(0.086)
1.470∗∗
(0.601)

Yes
Yes
7,673
B+PT
15,346
0.660

(6)
0.162∗
(0.086)

2.570∗∗∗
(0.678)
2.506∗∗∗
(0.744)
1.764∗∗∗
(0.627)
1.286∗∗
(0.596)
Yes
Yes
7,673
B+PT
15,346
0.661

Notes. see notes to Table 1. a Neighbors are defined as postal codes up to 30 kilometers (centroid
to centroid) and do not need to share a border. The sample is slightly smaller than the original:
The shapefile is missing for a few postal codes due to administrative changes.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

4.3.4

Profitability

Next, we discuss the profitability of the campaign. From a fundraiser’s perspective, it
is not enough to know whether online fundraising generates new giving. The fundraiser
also needs to know whether revenue net of the costs is positive. In order to calculate
immediate profits, we needed to multiply the estimated daily effect by 52 days and 52
(the treated population was 52 million). Based on the estimate in Table 1, Panel B,
34
27.593 (Table 7, Column(2))+ 0.668 (share of treated neighbors, see Table A9, Column (2)) x
169.132 (Table 7, Column(2)).
35
As above.
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Column (4), we arrived at a total of almost e73,500 in additional donations. However,
the confidence intervals are wide. For a 90% confidence interval, the range is between
e163 and e146,746. This can be contrasted with the direct costs of the campaign of
e33,700, such that the direct revenue based on the point estimate was e2.18 per e1
spent. While it is easy to calculate an immediate net effect, this might be misleading.
Some new donors are expected to turn into regular donors, so each donation has a
multiplicative value. In our sample, almost one third of new donors chose the option
to donate regularly. Of course, we do not know when a donor will cancel and whether
nonregular donors will give repeatedly as well. Assuming a realistic lifetime value of
a new donor of 1.7536 and similar effects for existing donors,37 we arrived at e3.82
in additional donations for each e1 initially spent. This long-term estimate is in line
with industry standards that characterize fundraising costs of a maximum of 30% as
acceptable.38 Still, lower spending on fundraising would be recommended. Given that
we ran a largely untargeted campaign our estimates can be regarded as lower bound
estimates with a large level of external validity with respect to potential donors. Higher
returns would be expected if charities were to run more conservative campaigns that
target the most promising potential donors. We will address this next.
The results of the campaign should also be considered in light of the available and
comparable alternatives. Such alternatives include direct mailing to the general public.
For a given campaign budget of e33,700, a charity could send around 80,000 letters
(counting the costs of print and mailing but not of purchasing the addresses). Still,
even with a return rate of a half of a percentage point39 and an average donation of
36

In our data, around 30% of new donors chose the option of a regular donation. Adena and
Huck (2019a) documented that 36.5% of donors in the first year donated again in the second year,
and among those who donated twice, the return rate was 61%. Our review of online resources shows
that numbers around 30% and 60% are commonly provided as estimates for first-year and later-on
retention rates (see Table A12 in the appendix). Assuming that a discount factor is counterbalanced
by increases in donation value, this leads to a lifetime value (LTV) of 1 + 0.3/(1 − 0.6) = 1.75.
37
The literature on charitable giving has documented sizable persistence in donation choices. Charitable giving in one year is the best predictor of giving in the following year (Meier, 2007; Landry
et al., 2010), and the amounts chosen are usually very close to previous ones (Adena and Huck,
2019b). Furthermore, treatment-imposed differences in gift level can still be observed in later gifts
after the treatment has ceased to apply (Adena et al., 2014).
38
See 4.b.(2) on page 17 of https://www.dzi.de/wp-content/pdfs DZI/DZI-SpS-Leitlinien 2019.pdf.
39
Rates of 0.5 of a percentage point or less are to be expected from a fundraising letter to the general
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e120,40 such a campaign would likely underperform the results of our online campaign.
4.3.5

Heterogeneity

Next, we studied the heterogeneity of our treatment effect. We used the available
characteristics of the postal codes and we binarized continuous variables to create
below- and above-median dummy variables. Table 8 shows the results in our preferred
long-term specification, in which we now interact our treatment status with the belowand above-median dummy. The results suggest that the performance of the fundraising
campaign could have been greatly improved had the managers targeted postal codes
with above-median populations, Facebook reach, GDP, shares of Catholics, and shares
of Green Party voters in the 2009 European Union elections, or those with belowmedian shares of native Germans, Protestants, couples, children, and single parents.
Note that those characteristics are correlated with each other. The variable estimated
potential is based on a mix of those other characteristics but performs (only) slightly
better than some of the single variables. An even better predictor of the success of a
campaign is city status, which pertains to 16.5% of the postal codes in our sample.
4.3.6

Scaling up

Since the share of the population that received impressions varied in the treatment
group, we can potentially assess the effects of scaling up such a campaign. The ratio
of total impressions to the population ranges from 0 to 0.57 in the treated postal codes
and can be interpreted approximately as the share of the population receiving the ad,
since the majority of impressions were distributed to different individuals.41 However,
simply regressing the outcome variables on impressions per population would result
in biased estimates because the ad budgets were assigned proportional to reach multipopulation. For example, Kamdar et al. (2015) documents a response rate of 0.34 of a percentage
point for a standard letter in their control group.
40
We consider an average donation of e120 to be the upper bar. This would be higher than the
average donation in the current sample of e87, and it is the same average documented in Adena et al.
(2014) in a relatively rich and highly educated sample of Munich opera goers.
41
Note that we had to exclude data from the free allocation treatment since no impression data at
the postal code level are available for this group.
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Table 8. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
Video
fundraising in postal
codes with

PopulationFacebook Estimated GDP
reach
potential

(1)

(2)

Below median

14.642
(19.768)
me- 39.910∗∗
(16.424)
code Yes

Above
dian
Postal
FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

11.503
(19.794)
42.112∗∗
(16.606)
Yes

German
nationals

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Panel A: Outcome variable: Donation value per
-16.097
0.493
63.428∗∗∗ 10.823
34.948∗
(17.111) (17.805) (18.878) (17.535) (18.339)
69.955∗∗∗ 53.454∗∗∗ -9.305
43.782∗∗ 19.641
(19.137) (18.531) (17.424) (18.820) (18.036)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.526

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.526

0.118
(0.116)
me- 0.201∗∗
(0.084)
code Yes

0.130
(0.118)
0.187∗∗
(0.083)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
7,686
7,686
7,686
B+PT
B+PT
B+PT
15,372
15,372
15,372
0.527
0.526
0.527
Panel B: Outcome variable:
0.427∗∗∗
-0.222∗∗ 0.040
(0.098)
(0.091)
(0.105)
0.535∗∗∗ 0.276∗∗∗ -0.111
(0.097)
(0.109)
(0.104)
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.662

Below median
Above
dian
Postal
FE
Period FE
Postal codes
Periods
Observations
R2

Share of Share of
Catholics Protestants

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.526
Donation
-0.084
(0.093)
0.405∗∗∗
(0.108)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

Share
employed

Share
children

(8)
(9)
(10)
million inhabitants per day
-5.109
53.973∗∗∗ 36.527∗∗
(16.774) (18.949) (17.416)
59.547∗∗∗ 1.433
18.108
(19.474) (17.430) (18.897)
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
7,686
7,686
B+PT
B+PT
15,372
15,372
0.526
0.526
frequency per million
0.297∗∗∗ -0.015
(0.104)
(0.099)
0.023
0.334∗∗∗
(0.103)
(0.098)
Yes
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Share
couples

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

Yes
Yes
7,686
7,686
B+PT
B+PT
15,372
15,372
0.526
0.526
inhabitants per day
0.339∗∗∗ 0.147
(0.102)
(0.091)
-0.015
0.171
(0.100)
(0.110)
Yes
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Share
single
parents

(11)

Share
voters
for the
green
party
(12)

34.503∗
(19.584)
19.932
(16.658)
Yes

5.826
(17.300)
48.405∗∗
(19.004)
Yes

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.526

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.526

0.268∗∗
(0.107)
0.050
(0.094)
Yes

-0.079
(0.095)
0.394∗∗∗
(0.106)
Yes

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.660

Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

City
status

(13)
City

108.888∗∗∗
(22.313)
Rural 10.785
(16.896)
Yes
Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.527

City

0.546∗∗∗
(0.119)
Rural 0.081
(0.091)
Yes

Notes. See notes to Table 1.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

plied by estimated potential (in the treatment group with fixed postal-code budgets).
Nevertheless, the actual number of impressions in a postal code varied somewhat relative to the intended assignment due to a variety of factors such as rounding, the
impossibility of spending less than e1, and daily fluctuation in prices per impression.
Therefore, there was some degree of variation in the actual treatment intensity relative
to the one assigned that we could exploit. Figure A6 in the appendix shows the difference between the budget assignment function and the actual number of impressions
in the group with fixed postal-code budgets. We see that many dots lie very close to
the 45-degree line but that there is also sizable variation, and many postal codes (with
low reach and potential) did not receive any impressions.
In Table A13 in the appendix, we repeated our preferred estimation from Table 1
but exchanged the treatment dummy with actual treatment intensity relative to the one
assigned. More specifically, the explanatory variable is defined as the total number of
impressions in a postal code divided by the estimated potential multiplied by Facebook
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Yes
7,686
B+PT
15,372
0.661

reach, that is, the budget assignment function. If the treatment had been realized as
hypothetically foreseen, the variable would have taken values of one for all postal
codes in the treatment group. While the coefficients in Table 1 give us intention-totreat estimates, the coefficients in Table A13 can be more closely interpreted as average
treatment effects (assuming that everyone treated consumed the ad). In Columns (2)
and (4), we added the relative intensity squared.42 The estimates are higher than in
our main Table 1 and are more precise, since they reflect the actual implementation
intensity. We see that a fully implemented campaign is expected to generate an average
donation of more than e47 and an average additional frequency of more than 0.2
per million inhabitants per day. Note that the average implementation level in the
treatment group is 0.47, hence implying an effect of the current treatment (intensity)
of 22.26 in terms of donation volume and 0.1 in terms of frequency. This is similar to the
estimates from Table 4, row 2, Columns (3) and (4). However, we also see a significant
and sizable square term, suggesting decreasing returns to scale. This suggests that
the optimal scale of the campaign is achieved at around 0.53–0.58 of the estimated
donation potential times Facebook reach and that the returns to fundraising decrease
after this threshold. This might be related to the Facebook’s ad allocation algorithm
which showed the video to the most active Facebook users first. When the intensity
of the campaign increased, less active individuals received the ad as well. However,
they might have been less likely to donate. This could also explain a potentially better
performance of our free allocation treatment, which gave Facebook more flexibility in
the distribution of the ads.

5

Conclusions

This paper has explored whether online fundraising can prompt charitable giving.
Randomly assigning Facebook fundraising videos from the charity Save the Children
across almost all of Germany’s 8,181 postal codes, we found that an online fundraising
42

Higher-order polynomials yield insignificant coefficients.
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campaign significantly increased total donations to Save the Children. Reassuringly,
the largely untargeted campaign was profitable for the fundraiser: e1 spent translated
into an immediate return of e2.18 and is expected to turn into e3.82 in the long
run.43 This shows that the “power of asking” (Yörük, 2009; Andreoni and Rao, 2011)
also works in an online context, in which “social pressure” is clearly lower (Adena and
Huck, 2020). However, we also detected non-negligible substitution between charities
and projects in response to the Save the Children fundraising campaign. This suggests
that fundraising might not expand individuals’ donation budgets (Thaler, 1985) and
that the money spent on fundraising could merely cause some redistribution and thus
be ultimately lost to the charitable sector.
Our design advances the growing literature on online fundraising and advertising
in several key ways. First, we use a geo-randomized experiment across all of Germany.
Doing so ensured that our results have a high degree of external validity while achieving reasonable statistical power. Second, by analyzing all of the donations made to
the charity, we captured the total effect of the campaign, ensuring that our results
are not biased by potential substitution across channels and intertemporal substitution by donors. Third, our design addresses the questions of substitution between
charities and the question of individual donation budgets. Fourth, by analyzing donation data over a period of 12 weeks, we covered an extended time period and can
speak to the long-term effects of online fundraising, which are more promising than
previously believed. Fifth, by comparing results based on intermediate metrics like
click-through rates and time spent watching videos with results based on total donations, we clearly showed that such intermediate metrics might be misleading. This
is of great importance for professional fundraiser and advertiser, charities and firms,
and academic researchers, who often rely on intermediate metrics when evaluating
campaigns although the ultimate relevant outcome is (donation) revenue.
Based on our results, we see three fruitful avenues for future research. First, to parse
the mechanisms, we randomized whether the videos highlighted empathy or the char43

The numbers are based on our point estimates and the assumption that the LTV is 1.75.
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ity’s effectiveness. While the effectiveness video generated slightly higher donations
than the empathy video, the differences were not significant. The modest differences
suggest that the mechanism increasing charitable giving is simply the donation ask.
Future studies could help to determine whether a mere impression of the charity and
a subsequent call-to-action to donate is sufficient. Put differently, perhaps long videos
are not necessary to increase charitable giving.
Second, we also randomized whether Facebook’s algorithm was allowed to distribute ads freely or whether we specifically allocated budgets to postal codes proportional to size and donation potential. The fact that we found virtually no differences
calls into question the hypothesized negative effect of the Facebook algorithm at least
for charities. If the algorithm optimizes engagement—one plausible conjecture—this
likely helps charities that are trying to generate new giving. The situation may, however, be quite different for other advertisers. If a luxury car manufacturer sees its ads
sent to postal codes with high engagement, it is possible that the individuals in those
postal codes will not be potential customers.
Third, our experiment did not test individual-level targeting, that is, any given
resident in a postal code received the same video (subject to Facebook’s algorithmic
assignment). Future studies could explore whether sending empathy videos to those
individuals most likely to react to such content is a more effective strategy. While
this comes at the cost of drawing causal inferences for the general population, it may
help charities boost charitable giving more effectively. After all, the fact that a largely
untargeted campaign increased donations by meaningful amounts indicates that online
advertising is a highly effective fundraising tool. The relevance of our findings is clear
given that online activities will likely continue to grow in importance for the nonprofit
sector.
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